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EXECUTIVE FUNCTION SKILLS
BIRTH THROUGH TEENAGE YEARS

Executive function skills begin to develop when we are born.  These skills, like motor and sensory processing, develop
with input from the environment.  Throughout life, we develop these skills by actively participating with those around us
and engaging with our environment.  The brain changes, and new connections are made when we face novel or
unfamiliar experiences.  New experiences promote problem-solving skills and growth.

What are executive function skills?
a) Attention: the ability to focus on a task
b) Self-awareness: monitoring oneself, self-reflection
c) Mental flexibility: adjusting thinking and behavior if change happens
d) Organization: the ability to arrange objects and thoughts for easy access
e) Planning: looking ahead and having the intention to meet a goal
f) Working memory: recalling and using information functionally
g) Time management: using time efficiently to finish tasks
h) Self-control: being able to stop and manage oneself in order to behave appropriately

When we engage infants and children, providing input that promotes neural connections is important. Infants (0 to 5
months) are engaged to promote motor learning, attention, and social interaction.  Appropriate attachment to caregivers
lays a good foundation for infants to develop further EF skills. Additional EF skills are developed after six months. They
are founded on working memory, mental flexibility, and self-control.
6 months and older can be engaged in games and interactions that enhance attention, self-awareness, mental flexibility,
self-control, working memory, organization, planning, and time management.
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(BB) Bouncing Babes 0-12 months
1 month to 3 months

- Talk and use facial expressions
- Sing along to music or sing to baby. Dance with baby and have fun.
- Play music: touch is important, and that can be incorporated by using different textures
- Read books to baby
- Use various rattles and toys (puppets) that baby can track or use wrist and feet rattles
- Smile
- Put a mirror in front of baby during tummy time
- When cooking, position the baby in a place where they can see you moving around
- Play lullabies at night to help soothe baby
- It’s never too early to start reading. Hold a crinkle book close to baby’s eyes and turn the pages slowly as you talk

to baby about what’s on the pages.

3 to 6 months
- Continue to play with mirrors
- Look through a book or read
- Talk or sing and give the baby a chance to respond to you
- Give baby many soft toys and rattles so that they can reach, and grab
- Action songs that incorporate lots of sounds or noises
- Toys: nesting cups, banging on pots and pans/plastic containers, textured toys

Key point: Stimulation in the sensory areas of touch, sight, smell, proprioception/joints and vestibular/balance is
important specifically between 0-6 months
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6 to 9-month-old
- Use mirrors to play
- Read and let baby start turning the pages if they show interest
- Call by name
- Imitate their sounds
- Toys: stacking rings or soft blocks, snap beads
- Name different things around the house when playing
- Action songs that require attention, set limits, engage with caregiver, reinforce a schedule, and helps baby learn

language
- GAMES: Peek-a-boo, yes and no games, hiding objects

9-12 months
- Give one step commands
- Look at books
- Action songs that introduce greetings, body parts/awareness, directions (up-down, side to side), and foster

following directions
- Crack jokes
- Hide objects while they are watching
- Play with objects like a ball or balloon that can be rolled or tossed, bubbles
- Toys: bath toys, 1-3 shape puzzles, soft balls for throw and catch, push and pull toys, shape sorter
- GAMES: Pat-a-cake, clapping games,
- Activities of Daily Living skills: pulls off socks or hat by 12 months
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(TT) Toddler Territory  1-3
12 month old

- Cognitive: introduce household objects
- Action songs that address large and small movements, using tools, getting dressed, types of foods
- Play with pinwheels, kazoo, bubbles
- Doodle outside with chalk or on paper with large egg crayons with close supervision
- Build with paper or soft large cloth blocks
- Activities of Daily Living skills: encourage to put arms in legs in hole

18 month
- Tactile: stuffed animals, crayons
- Action songs to learn parts of the body, learn emotions, and interacting with others
- Vestibular: walk up steps
- Proprioceptive: running, jumping, pushing/pulling objects
- Pretend play
- Activities of Daily Living skills: encourage to help with dressing and use a spoon

24 months
- Play make believe, sorting shapes and colors, giving one-step directions, do as I do
- Read books with objects and uses
- Use nesting objects or stacking rings
- Action songs that promote fun and being silly, following directions, getting the wiggles out,  introduce types of

transportation and animals
- Attends for 4-8 minutes
- Self-awareness begins to develop
- Activities of Daily Living skills: pull pants down, take shoes and socks off, putting arms through sleeves
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36 months
- Cognitive: setting the table or cooking with toy utensils, cleaning up toys
- Engage in table-top activities like simple crafts for 5 - 10 minutes
- Matching objects such as puzzles
- Organize objects
- Make believe toys
- Action songs that increase body awareness, how things work, and counting & color songs
- Activities of Daily Living skills: introduce unzipping zipper, taking pants off, unbuttoning large buttons, taking

coat off
- Introduce movement and music such Hokey Pokey/freeze dances, Head/shoulders/knees/toes, fingerplays, visual

motor tasks such as copying block patterns (can be used through 5 years)
- GAMES: Dress-up

Ants in the pants Don’t spill the beans Honey Bee tree Hi Ho Cherry-O

Dominoes Chutes and ladders Surprise slides Cootie

Scavenger hunt/seek ‘n’
build

I Spy Go Fish Mr. Bucket Elefun

Candyland
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(PP) Playful Preschool 4-5  *** Critical age for significant growth of EF skills
48 months

- Make simple art work
- Give 3-step commands
- Toys or puzzles with numbers 1 to 10
- Drawing a person
- Name colors
- Toys with different sizes
- Talk about the times of day (morning, night etc)
- Action songs that introduce shapes, size, numbers and letters, spatial awareness, how to deal with difficult

emotions
- Introduce pictures of emotions
- Introduce activities that emphasize under/above/over/behind
- Attends for 8-15 minutes
- At least one chore such as putting away toys
- Activities of Daily Living skills: can take off pants and tops, buttons, can put on pants with help to zip or button,

can put on jacket and zip up once started, can put on shoes and socks, can put on tops with help
- GAMES:

Don’t wake daddy Perfection Cranium Hullaballoo

Fuyage moon Equilibrium
stacking blocks

Chicks go boom Go Ape Crocodile Dentist

Shark bite Alphabet slap jack Let’s go fish Squiggly worms

Don’t knock it down Suspend game
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60 months
- Cognitive: introduce at least 2 simple chores such as picking up dirty clothes, setting up and wiping off the table

after meals
- Cause and effect
- Action songs that reinforce getting dressed, talk about time, and helping out
- Attends 12-18 minutes
- Activities of Daily Living skills: shoe tying
- GAMES:

My First Chess Set Power Grid Trouble Game: Retro Series
1986

Keys to the Kingdom

The game of life
junior

Cranium Sculpt-it Cranium Balloon Lagoon I Spy Dig in

Don’t drop the
Meatballs

Sight words swat Jumping Monkeys Race to the Treasure

Parcheesi Crazy Eights Blink Spoons

SET
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(GG) Growing Grades  6-12
6-7 year olds

- Movement games: that promote attention, self-control, listening skills, telling time, and social skills
- Building with legos
- Action songs for that make them aware of the world around them, socializing, and different occupations
- Arts and crafts
- Scavenger hunt
- Obstacle courses
- Field trips to the zoo, museums and gardens
- Chores: clean up their bedroom, empty dishwasher, empty trash cans, set table, pulling weeds, wipe tables or

countertops

7-12 year olds
- Brain Teaser: Crossword puzzles
- Art and crafts
- Photography club
- Obstacle courses
- Introduce map reading
- Writing short stories given a visual prompt
- Pen pal/write to friends
- Visit art exhibits, museums or other field trips
- Exercise or activities to encourage movement such as swimming, rock climbing, walking, martial arts, yoga
- Chores: sorting clothes for washing and folding laundry, vacuuming, start including them in taking care of pets

(filling pet’s food or a water bowl) and assisting with pet baths or preparing simple meals, helping carry groceries
and putting up, sweeping, dust.
NOTE: You know your child the best. It is good to ensure that your child is able to use and handle appliances
correctly and safely.  Supervise as needed
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(TT) Thinking Teens 13+
- Introduce planning such as goal writing
- Have personal journals
- Participation in a book club
- Cooking classes or learning how to cook with an adult
- Make a shopping list for the household with guidance and shopping with parents
- Social groups to play board games, art, crafts
- Mindfulness activities
- Using hardcopy maps
- Volunteer work
- Field trips or traveling
- Chores: doing dishes, mowing the lawn, cleaning bathrooms, vacuuming, cooking (with supervision as needed),

gardening, sweeping
NOTE: Each child is different, and parents know their children.  Some 13-year-olds can perform some of the chores
above independently. Maturity and safety are key when determining if your child needs supervision.

- Exercise or activities to encourage movements, such as hiking, swimming, running, kickboxing, rock climbing,
martial arts, gardening, walking, aerobic classes, and yoga. Resistance exercises can be added if the child has
good postural and motor control.
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